Corporation Road Community Primary School
Music LTP
Music: Year 6
Vision:
Learning music has intrinsic value and can be a positive device for social justice. Music is a universal language which connects us all together despite our academic, social, cultural, or economic backgrounds. The opportunity
to engage in musical experiences is crucial for the development of the whole child. Music stimulates brain development in pupils, improving their communication, memory, thinking and creative skills, developing selfesteem, and improving their emotional well-being. By engaging in our progressive and enjoyable music curriculum, pupils learn the skills of performing, singing, composing, and improvising, while developing and building
upon their appreciation of a variety of music, past and present. Children are nurtured and empowered to grow and flourish musically at their own pace, and find their talent as a musician, despite their starting points.
Pupils leave with a range of musical skills, knowledge and an understanding and love of music which they can carry with them for the rest of their lives.
Domains
Key Concepts
Music genres and styles, history of music and great composers
Appreciation & Understanding, Listening and Vocabulary
Play musically with increasing confidence and control
Performing, Singing, Instruments and Notation
Musical composition and structure
Composing and Interrelated Dimensions
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Spring
Summer
Theme: Community
Theme: Legacy & Impact
Theme: Citizenship
Theme: Gender & Equality
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Christmas Performance
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Listen to and comment on the work of musicians and composers,
indicating own preferences. Explain the influence of historical events
on music.
Identify and explore the relationship between sounds and how
different meanings can be expressed through sound and music.
Describe how music can be used to create expressive effects and
convey emotion.
Take the lead in performances and provide suggestions to others.
Identify how sounds can be combined and used expressively, layering
sounds and singing in tune with other performers.
Pulse – the regular heartbeat of the music; its steady beat. Rhythm –
long and short sounds or patterns that happen over the pulse. Pitch –
high and low sounds. Tempo – the speed of the music; fast or slow or
in-between. Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music is. Timbre - all
instruments, including voices have a certain sound quality. Structure –
every piece of music has a structure e.g. an introduction, verse and
chorus ending. Texture – layers of sound. Layers of sound working
together make music remarkably interesting to listen to.

Music and Me

-

Listen to and comment on the work of musicians and composers,
indicating own preferences. Explain the influence of historical events
on music.
Identify and explore the relationship between sounds and how
different meanings can be expressed through sound and music.
Describe how music can be used to create expressive effects and
convey emotion.

-

Take the lead in performances and provide suggestions to others.
Identify how sounds can be combined and used expressively, layering
sounds and singing in tune with other performers.

-

Pulse – the regular heartbeat of the music; its steady beat. Rhythm –
long and short sounds or patterns that happen over the pulse. Pitch –
high and low sounds. Tempo – the speed of the music; fast or slow or
in-between. Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music is. Timbre - all
instruments, including voices have a certain sound quality. Structure –
every piece of music has a structure e.g. an introduction, verse and
chorus ending. Texture – layers of sound. Layers of sound working
together make music remarkably interesting to listen to.

Leavers Performance

Year 6
-

-

Listen to and comment on the work of musicians and composers, indicating own
preferences. Explain the influence of historical events on music.
Identify and explore the relationship between sounds and how different meanings
can be expressed through sound and music.
Describe how music can be used to create expressive effects and convey emotion.

-

Take the lead in performances and provide suggestions to others.
Recognise/use staff and use unconventional notation when composing.

-

Compose a piece of music based on a theme (e.g. a film or special event).
Pulse – the regular heartbeat of the music; its steady beat. Rhythm – long and
short sounds or patterns that happen over the pulse. Pitch – high and low sounds.
Tempo – the speed of the music; fast or slow or in-between. Dynamics – how loud
or quiet the music is. Timbre - all instruments, including voices have a certain
sound quality. Structure – every piece of music has a structure e.g. an
introduction, verse and chorus ending. Texture – layers of sound. Layers of sound
working together make music remarkably interesting to listen to.
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Listen to and comment on the work of musicians and composers,
indicating own preferences. Explain the influence of historical events on
music.
Identify and explore the relationship between sounds and how different
meanings can be expressed through sound and music.
Describe how music can be used to create expressive effects and convey
emotion.
Take the lead in performances and provide suggestions to others.
Identify how sounds can be combined and used expressively, layering
sounds and singing in tune with other performers.
Perform pieces from musical notation and from memory. Hold own part in
an instrumental ensemble
Recognise/use staff and use unconventional notation when composing.
Compose a piece of music based on a theme (e.g. a film or special event).
Pulse – the regular heartbeat of the music; its steady beat. Rhythm – long
and short sounds or patterns that happen over the pulse. Pitch – high and
low sounds. Tempo – the speed of the music; fast or slow or in-between.
Dynamics – how loud or quiet the music is. Timbre - all instruments,
including voices have a certain sound quality. Structure – every piece of
music has a structure e.g. an introduction, verse and chorus ending.
Texture – layers of sound. Layers of sound working together make music
remarkably interesting to listen to.

